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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a rigorous and accurate non-local (in the
oversampled region) upscaling framework based on some recently devel-
oped multiscale methods [10]. Our proposed method consists of identify-
ing multi-continua parameters via local basis functions and constructing
non-local (in the oversampled region) transfer and effective properties.
To achieve this, we significantly modify our recent work proposed within
Generalized Multiscale Finite Element Method (GMsFEM) in [10] and
derive appropriate local problems in oversampled regions once we identify
important modes representing each continua. We use piecewise constant
functions in each fracture network and in the matrix to write an upscaled
equation. Thus, the resulting upscaled equation is of minimal size and
the unknowns are average pressures in the fractures and the matrix. We
note that the use of non-local upscaled model for porous media flows is
not new, e.g., in [14], the authors derive non-local approach. Our main
contribution is identifying appropriate local problems together with lo-
cal spectral modes to represent each continua. The model problem for
fractures assumes that one can identify fracture networks. The resulting
non-local equation (restricted to the oversampling region, which is several
times larger compared to the target coarse block) has the same form as
[14] with much smaller local regions. We present numerical results, which
show that the proposed approach can provide good accuracy.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Flow-based upscaling methods
Because of the level of detail in geological formations, some type of coarsening
or upscaling is typically performed. In upscaling methods, media properties are
upscaled and effective properties are computed for each coarse block [2, 18, 12,
15, 4, 40, 17]. Computing effective properties involves solving local problems and
equating the averages of local integrated quantities. For example, computing
upscaled permeabilities in reservoir simulation is typically based on equating
average fluxes between the local fine-grid solves and the coarse-grid solves. This
equality allows computing the effective permeability fields.
In a more general upscaling setup, a multiple continua approach [8] is needed.
In this approach, several effective properties are computed for each coarse block
in addition to modeling the transfer terms. This computation involves evaluat-
ing both effective properties and transfer coefficients between different continua.
The computations are performed locally.
1.2 Multiscale methods and their relation
Similar to upscaling methods, many authors have recently studied multiscale
methods. In multiscale methods [27, 25, 30, 33, 21, 11, 28, 3, 29, 35, 31, 34,
20, 7, 24, 26, 9], instead of computing the effective properties, one computes
multiscale basis functions. For single-phase upscaling, a multiscale basis func-
tion for each coarse node is computed via local solutions. These basis functions
are further coupled via a global formulation of the equation. This approach
is implemented within Multiscale Finite Element Method (MsFEM) and other
multiscale methods [27, 28, 20, 7, 1, 37, 36, 5, 6].
To generalize this approach to more complex heterogeneities and the multi-
continua case, Generalized Multiscale Finite Element Method (GMsFEM) is
proposed [20, 7, 9, 10]. GMsFEM proposes a systematic approach to compute
multiple basis functions. This approach starts with a space of snapshots, where
one performs local spectral decomposition to compute multiscale basis functions.
Adaptivity can be used to select basis functions in different regions. Each mul-
tiscale basis function represents a continua as discussed in [8] and there is no
need for coupling terms between these continua. The basis functions for each
continua are automatically identified.
The GMsFEM approach has been used jointly with localization ideas in
[10], where the authors propose Constraint Energy Minimizing GMsFEM. In
this approach, oversampling regions are used to compute the multiscale basis
functions. This construction takes into account spectral basis functions to lo-
calize the computations. The localization is restricted to log(H) layers and
depends on the contrast, which can be reduced using snapshot functions. More-
over, it was shown that the approach converges independent of the contrast and
the convergence is linear with respect to the coarse mesh size. More precisely,
the convergence is proportional to H/Λ1/2, where Λ is the smallest eigenvalue
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that the corresponding eigenfunction is not included in the coarse space. Note
that basis functions associated to fractures correspond to very small eigenvalues.
The goal of this paper is to modify this framework in an appropriate way that
is more suitable for flow-based upscaling and re-cast it as non-local upscaling.
1.3 This paper
To modify the multiscale approach presented in [10], we first assume that one
knows each separate fracture network within a coarse-grid block. This is one of
the drawbacks of our method; however, such cases occur in many applications.
Next, we follow a general concept of spectral basis functions and simply define
constant functions in each fracture network and the matrix. Because the fracture
has zero width, this procedure needs to be carefully formulated, which is done
in the paper.
Secondly, we solve local problems in the oversampled region subject to the
constraint that the local problems vanish in fractures and the matrix. This
condition is imposed as a constraint to the local problem and important for the
localization. The local problems formulated for each continua (either fracture
network or the matrix phase) simply minimize the local energy subject to the
constraint that the local solution “vanishes” in other continua except the one
for which it is formulated for. More precisely, for the continua i in a block K,
we minimize the local oversampled problem such that it is orthogonal to all
continua except i and an appropriate inner product with the continua i is 1.
It is important to note that the localization will not be possible if we did
not identify and separate each fracture network. This is due to the fact that
the effects of fractures are not localizable and are global as it is well known.
Next, we use these local solutions to compute the upscaled equation. Because
the local calculations are done in an oversampled domain, the transmissibilities
are non-local and extend to the oversampled region, which is log(H) layers
around the target coarse block. Our coarse-grid equations have a similar form
to those [14]; however, we use different local problems in addition to multi-
continua as well as localization. Moreover, we show that one can obtain an
accurate solution independent of the contrast and the mesh size. The resulting
upscaled equation is written in a discrete form as∑
j,n
T i,jmn(u
(j)
n − u(i)m ) = q(i)m ,
where T i,jmn are nonlocal transmissibilities for different continua m and n, and
i, j correspond to different coarse blocks. We note that T i,jmn are defined in
oversampled regions, which are several times larger than the target coarse block.
We investigate the non-local dependence of these transmissibilities. We note
that the proposed approach modifies the framework developed in [10] to derive
the non-local multiple continuum upscaled models.
We note that non-local upscaling is not new in porous media [13, 32, 39, 19,
22, 38, 16] There have been many works related to non-local upscaling, particu-
larly for transport equations. However, even in elliptic equations, one can obtain
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non-local upscaling results. Our proposed method is motivated by the work of
Jenny et al., [14], where they derive non-local upscaled models. We would also
like to note a recent paper [23], where the authors derive non-local upscaling for
problems without high contrast. We remark that the upscaling for flows in frac-
tured media requires multi-continua and thus, to avoid the global upscaling, one
needs to take into account the fractures separately and localize their effects. In
all these papers, the global formulation of the resulting macroscopic equations
is the same with the main difference related to computing upscaled quantities.
In this regard, our approach differs from existing works in the literature and
address a general case of problems with high contrast and multiple scales.
In the paper, we present some numerical results. In these examples, we
compare our proposed upscaled model and the fine-grid models. We compare
both averages and downscaled quantities. Our numerical results show that
one can achieve a good accuracy with a small localization and using several
basis functions per coarse element (continua). More importantly, because the
local functions are constants within fractures and the matrix, our variables have
physical properties and they denote average pressures in each continua. This is
very important for practical simulations as in our previous GMsFEM framework,
one needs to extract physical parameters from the variables.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, Section 2, we present
some preliminaries. In Section 3 and Section 4, we present our approach. Section
5 is devoted to numerical results. Finally, we present some conclusions.
2 Preliminaries
We consider the single-phase flow equation
− div(κ(x)∇u) = g, in D (1)
subject to some boundary conditions. In our numerical examples, we will con-
sider the zero Neumann boundary condition ∇u · n = 0. Here, u is the pressure
of flow, g is the source term, and κ(x) is a heterogeneous field with high con-
trast. We will be using a variational formulation of (1). To introduce it, we
denote by V = H1(D). The variational formulation is to find u ∈ V such that∫
D
κ∇u · ∇v =
∫
D
gv,
where g satisfies the compatibility condition
∫
D
g = 0. For the zero Neumann
boundary condition, we will use
∫
D
u = 0 to ensure the well-posedness of the
problem.
In this paper, we will mostly focus on applications to fractured media and,
for this reason, we also introduce some notations for fractured media. For the
fractured media, the domain D can be divided into two sets of regions, that is
D = Dm
⊕
i
diDf,i (2)
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Figure 1: An illustration of coarse and fine mesh in fractured meida. Ki denotes
a coarse block, K1i denotes one layer oversampling of Ki.
where m and f corresponds to matrix region and fracture regions respectively,
and di is the aperture of fracture Df,i. The permeability in the matrix is κm,
and the permeability in the i-th fracture is denoted by κi. We note that the
permeabilities of matrix and fractures can differ by orders of magnitude.
The solution of (1) is to find u ∈ V such that
a(u, v) = (g, v) ∀v ∈ V, (3)
where a(u, v) =
∫
Dm
κ∇u · ∇v +∑i ∫Df,i κi∇fu · ∇fv, (g, v) = ∫D gv.
For the numerical approximation of problem (1), we introduce the notations
of fine and coarse grids. We denote by T H a coarse-grid partition of the domain
D with mesh size H. By conducting a conforming refinement of the coarse mesh
T H , we define a fine mesh T h of D with mesh size h. Typically, we assume that
0 < h  H < 1, and that the fine-scale mesh T h is sufficiently fine to fully
resolve the small-scale information of the domain, and T H is a coarse mesh
containing many fine-scale features. We let {Ki| i = 1, · · · , N} be the set of
coarse element in T H , where N is the number of coarse blocks. For each Ki,
the oversampled region is denoted by K+i , which is an oversampling of Ki with
a few layers of coarse blocks. An illustration of the fine and coarse meshes, as
well as an oversampling region are shown in Figure 1.
3 The non-local multi-continua upscaling
3.1 Multi-continua functions
In this section, we introduce an important part of our method that represents
each continua. It will appear as local basis functions representing continua. In
general, these functions are automatically computed as described in the next
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section, Section 3.1.1. However, for fractured media, one can use simplified
basis functions, which we discuss in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1 General spectral setup
A general setup for identifying a degree of freedom for each continua requires
some spectral decomposition. Below, we briefly describe this framework and
its relation to special basis functions. We note that this general setup shows
the relevance of special basis functions discussed in Section 3.1.2. Moreover,
the general setup needs to be used when one can not identify separate fracture
networks. As we discussed that the special basis functions do not require any
basis computations provided we can identify separate fracture networks.
We first construct a snapshot space V isnap for each local coarse region ωi (a
coarse neighborhood) or Ki (a coarse block). Several choices have been devel-
oped for constructing the snapshot basis functions, including (1) the standard
fine-scale basis functions, (2) harmonic basis functions which can be obtained by
solving the local problems with various boundary conditons, (3) oversampling
harmonic basis functions constructed in an oversampled region with standard
or randomized boundary conditons, and so on. The offline space Voff is then
formed via a dimension reduction in the snapshot space using an auxiliary spec-
tral decomposition. The offline basis obatined represent dominant modes in
the snapshot space. In the online stage, one can solve the global problem with
various choices of right hand side source term or different boundary conditons.
Here, we present a general example of constructing harmonic snapshots and
spectral problem in heterogeneous media. Let L denotes a linear differential
operator, the snapshot basis function is formed by the harmonic extension of
fine-grid functions δi(x) which are defined on the boudary of local coarse region.
That is, a snapshot basis ψk,isnap is the solution of
L(ψi,ksnap) = 0, in Si
ψi,ksnap = δi,k, on ∂Si
where Si ⊂ D denotes the i-th local region, i.e., we can take Si = ωi or ω+i or Ki
or K+i . Note that ω
+
i and K
+
i represents the oversampled region. The fine grid
functions δi,k = δi(xk) are defined for all xk ∈ ∂S, where {xk} denote the fine
degrees of freedom on the boundary of local coarse region Si. The span of these
harmonic extensions forms the local snapshot space. One can use randomized
boundary conditions to reduce the computational cost associated with snapshot
calculations.
Next, we need to design a spectral problem to reduce the dimenson of local
multiscale space, and the resulting space can be used as an auxiliary space for
further use. Let V (Ki) be the restriction of V on Ki. Typically, we will find
eigenvalues λik and corresponding eigenfunction φ
i,k
off ∈ V (Ki) satisfying
ai(φ
i,k
off , v) = λ
i
ksi(φ
i,k
off , v), ∀v ∈ V (Ki), (4)
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where bilinear operators ai and si are defined on V (Ki)×V (Ki), and they can be
symmetric non-negative definite and symmetric positive definite, respectively.
For example, for the flow problem in heterogeous medium, one can choose
ai(u, v) =
∫
Ki
∇u · ∇v, si(u, v) =
∫
Ki
κ˜uv,
where the definition of κ˜ =
∑
j κ|∇χj |2 is motivated by the analysis, and ∇χj
denotes the multiscale partition of unity function. We arrange the eigenvalues
of (4) ascendingly, and then select the first li eigenfunctions corresponding to
the small eigenvalues to construct the offline basis functions. The span of these
multiscale basis functions will form an auxiliary space, V
(i)
aux := span{φi,koff , 1 ≤
k ≤ li}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N and N is the number of coarse blocks. We note
that the auxiliary space needs to be chosen appropriately, that is, all basis
functions corresponding to small eigenvalues (representing the channels) have
to be included in the space.
At this point, we can construct the multiscale basis ψ
(i)
j,ms using the auxiliary
space V
(i)
aux by ensuring the constraint energy minimization (see [10] for details).
We let Ii be the index set containing all coarse block indices ` with K` ⊂ K+i .
To construct the required basis, we find ψ
(i)
j,ms by solving∑
`∈Ii
a`(ψ
(i)
j,ms, w) +
∑
`∈Ii
s`(w, µ) = 0, ∀w ∈ V0(K+i ),
s`(ψ
(i)
j,ms, ν) = s`(φ
i,j
off, ν), ∀ν ∈ V (`)aux, ∀` ∈ Ii,
(5)
where φi,joff ∈ V (i)aux is a basis in auxiliary space and V0(K+i ) = H10 (K+i ). The
contraint basis obtained form the multiscale space Vms := span{ψ(i)j,ms, 1 ≤
j ≤ li, 1 ≤ i ≤ N}, which will be used for find the multiscale solution. Since
the auxiliary space contains basis functions which capture the high-contrast fea-
tures, it has been proved that the convergence of the this method is independent
of the contrast and the convergence rate is in order of the coarse mesh size for
appropriate oversampling size. We remark that this framework is general and
can work for complex heterogeneities and multi-continuum case. For a simplified
case, for example, when the fracture networks are known, we can construct some
simplified basis functions with constraint energy minimization. The details are
presented in the next section.
3.1.2 Simplified basis functions representing continua
In this section, we discuss the construction of simplified basis for fractured me-
dia. Our approach is motivated by the Constraint Energy Minimizing GMsFEM
method proposed in [10], where oversampling regions are used to compute the
multiscale basis functions. We aim to construct simplified basis which has spa-
tial decay property and can separate each contina automatically. With these
simplified basis, non-local (restricted to oversampled regions) transfer and ef-
fective properties can be constructed.
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The main idea behind this construction is to use constants within each sep-
arate fracture network within each coarse block and a constant for each matrix.
This simplified construction of auxiliary space uses minimal degrees of freedom
in each continua. As a result, we will obtain an upscaled equation with a mini-
mal size. A major drawback of our construction is that it assumes that we know
the separate fracture networks and assign a constant. Some of physical applica-
tions can identify separate fracture networks and thus our assumption is valid
for many cases. Next, we present a detailed description of basis construction.
We start by defining a simplified auxiliary space. Consider an oversampling
region K+i of coarse block Ki, we write F
(j) = {f (j)m |f (j)m = Df,m ∩ Kj 6= ∅}
as the set of discrete fractures inside any coarse element Kj ⊂ K+i , and let
Lj = dim{F (j)}. Let φ(i)0 , φ(i)l (l = 1, · · · , Li; i = 1, · · · , N) satisfy the following
conditions ∫
Kj
φ
(i)
0 = δij ,
∫
f
(j)
m
φ
(i)
0 = 0,∫
Kj
φ
(i)
l = 0,
∫
f
(j)
m
φ
(i)
l = δijδml.
The number of fracture continuum in the coarse block Ki is denoted by Li. We
can see that, φ
(i)
0 has average 1 in the matrix continua of coarse element Ki,
and it has average 0 in other coarse blocks Kj ⊂ K+i as well as any fracture
inside K+i . As for φ
(i)
l , it has average 1 on the l-th fracture continua inside
the coarse element Ki, and average 0 in other fracture continua as well as the
matrix continua of any coarse block Kj ⊂ K+i . The auxiliary space is then
V
(i)
aux = span{φ(i)l , 0 ≤ l ≤ Li}. We note this definition separates the matrix
and fractures, and each basis represents a continua.
Define the subspace V1(K
+
i ) := {v ∈ V0(K+i )|
∫
K
v = 0,
∫
f
(j)
m
v = 0,∀K ⊂
K+i , ∀j, 1 ≤ m ≤ Lj}. Let G(i)loc : V → V1(K+i ) be a localized operator such
that
a(G
(i)
loc(u), v) = a(u, v), ∀v ∈ V1(K+i ).
where V0(K
+
i ) = {v ∈ V (K+i )|v = 0 on ∂K+i }, and V (K+i ) is the fine grid space
over an oversampled region K+i . We define ψ
(i)
m := φ
(i)
m − Gloc(φ(i)m ), and note
that the multiscale basis ψ
(i)
m allows a spatial decay. In order to ensure constraint
energy minimizing property, ψ
(i)
m are constructed by solving the following local
problem on the fine grid
a(ψ(i)m , v) +
∑
Kj⊂K+i
(µ
(j)
0
∫
Kj
v +
∑
m≤Lj
µ(j)m
∫
f
(j)
m
v) = 0, ∀v ∈ V0(K+i ),∫
Kj
ψ(i)m = δijδ0m, ∀Kj ⊂ K+i ,∫
f
(j)
m
ψ(i)m = δijδnm, ∀f (j)m ∈ F (j), ∀Kj ⊂ K+i .
(6)
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Figure 2: Top: spectral eigenfunctions. Bottom: simplified basis.
Finally, the multiscale space for fractured media is Vms = span{ψ(i)m , 0 ≤ m ≤
Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ N}.
In Figure 2, we present a comparison between eigenfunctions constructed
in Section 3.1.1, and the simplified basis constructed in this secion for a same
coarse block K. We note that the support of the eigenbasis is in K, and the
support of the simplified basis the oversampled region K+. We can see from the
top of Figure 2 that, the first eigenfunction is constant in the coarse block K,
and the second eigenfunction is constant on the fracture within coarse block K.
For the simplified basis at the bottom of Figure 2, we observe that the first basis
represent the matrix, and the second one represent the fracture. This indicates
the relation between our simplified basis and the eigenfunctions obtained from
the spectral problem. Again, we note that the simplified functions assume that
one knows separate fracture networks and uses minimal degrees of freedom to
setup a coarse system, which represent the average pressures.
3.2 Transmissibility computations
3.2.1 General spectral basis
In the general heterogeneous case, we have constructed the constaint energy
minimization basis {ψ(i)m,ms, 1 ≤ m ≤ li, 1 ≤ i ≤ N} as shown in (5). The
transmissibility matrix can be constructed by calculating
T
(i,j)
mn,loc = a(ψ
(i)
m,ms, ψ
(j)
n,ms), (7)
where m,n denote the m- or n-th basis in a coarse block, i, j denote the indices
of coarse blocks.
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3.2.2 Simplified basis
For the fractured media, where we assume the fractured networks are known,
we constructed the simplified basis {ψ(i)m , 0 ≤ m ≤ Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ N} by solving
(6). We define Tloc by
T
(i,j)
mn,loc = a(ψ
(i)
m , ψ
(j)
n ). (8)
We note that m,n denotes different continua, and i, j are the indices for coarse
blocks. This construction shows that we can get non-local (in the oversampled
regions) transfer and effective properties for multi-continuum.
3.3 Approximation using local multiscale basis
Using the transmissibility defined in (7) and (8), our problem is to find the
approximation solution ~uT such that∑
n
∑
j
T
(i,j)
mn,loc([uT ]
(j)
n − [uT ](i)m ) = g(i)m . (9)
With a simplification of indices, we write Tloc in the following form
t11 t12 . . . t1n
t21 t22 . . . t2n
...
...
. . .
...
tn1 tn2 . . . tnn
 (10)
where n =
∑N
i=1(1 + Li), and 1 + Li means the one matrix continua plus the
number of discrete fractures in coarse block Ki, and N is the number of coarse
blocks. The system (9) can then be expressed as in the matrix form
AT · ~uT =

−∑j t1j t12 . . . t1n
t21 −
∑
j t2j . . . t2n
...
...
. . .
...
tn1 tn2 . . . −
∑
j tnj


[uT ]
(1)
0
[uT ]
(1)
1
...
[uT ]
(LN )
N
 =

g
(1)
0
g
(1)
1
...
g
(LN )
N

(11)
We remark that the summation of each row in AT is zero, which ensures the
mass conservation.
4 Time-dependent problem
We also consider the time-dependent single-phase flow and use spatial upscaling
derived above. In particular, we consider
∂u
∂t
− div(κ∇u) = g, in D. (12)
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The fine scale solution can be found using the standard finite element scheme,
with backward Euler method for time discretization:
(
un − un−1
dt
, v) + (κ∇un,∇v) = (g, v). (13)
In matrix form, we have
Mfu
n +Afu
n = bf +Mfu
n−1, (14)
where Mf and Af are fine scale mass and stiffness matrix respectively, bf is the
right hand side vector.
For the coarse scale approximation, we will solve
MTuT
n +ATuT
n = bf +MTuT
n−1, (15)
where AT is defined in (11) and MT is an approximation of coarse scale mass
matrix. We note that both AT and MT are non-local and defined for each
continua. One can write the non-local upscaled equation as∑
j,n
M i,jmn
d
dt
u(i)m +
∑
j,n
T i,jmn(u
(j)
n − u(i)m ) = g(i)m .
5 Numerical results
5.1 Steady state case
In this section, we present some representative numerical examples. We plan to
consider more realistic and complicated fracture systems in our future works.
In this example, we use the fractured media as shown in the left of Figure 3.
The permeability of the matrix is κm = 1, and the permeability of the fractures
are κf = 10
2. The source term in the right hand side of the equation is piecewise
constant functions with f = 102 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.2, 0.3 ≤ y ≤ 0.4, and f = −102
for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.2, 0.7 ≤ y ≤ 0.8.
The degrees of freedom for fine-scale approximation are 22642. Let uf be the
fine scale solution. We define the average of fine-scale solution u¯ such that u¯|Ki =∫
Ki
u, u¯|
f
(i)
m
=
∫
f
(i)
m
u. These are the average pressures, which are computed with
our approach. We plot u and u¯ in Figure 4.
For the coarse scale approximation, we take the coarse mesh size as H =
1/10, 1/20 respectively for numerical simulations. When H = 1/10, the coarse
scale degrees of freedom is 282. When H = 1/20, the coarse scale degrees of
freedom is 927.
First, we present the local solutions constructed. We take the example for the
coarse mesh with H = 1/20 and consider a coarse block Ki with one discrete
fracture in it. The two local solutions are shown in Figure 5 when we use
two oversampling layers, and in Figure 6 when we use six oversampling layers,
respectively. From the figures, we notice that with two layers of oversampling,
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Figure 3: Left: A fractured meida. Right: source term.
Figure 4: Left: fine scale solution. Rght: average of fine scale solution.
Figure 5: From left to right: A coarse block Ki with two oversampling layers
K2+i . Local solution w.r.t matrix. Local solution w.r.t. the fracture.
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Figure 6: From left to right: A coarse blcok Ki with six oversampling layers
K6+i . Local solution w.r.t matrix. Local solution w.r.t. the fracture.
the local distribution has a decay property, and the local solution almost vanish
outside the oversampling region with six layers. This indicates that one can
localize the effects.
We present the error ‖uT − u¯‖L2 in Tables 1 and 2 for H = 1/10 and H =
1/20, respectively. From the numerial results, we observe a good convergence
comparing uT with the averaged fine-scale solution. It can be seen that, with 2
layers of oversampling, the error ‖uT − u¯‖L2 is 1.46% for H = 1/10. For the case
H = 1/20, 4 layers of oversampling gives an error of 0.008%. This indicates the
upscaled equation in our modified method can use small local regions. We plot
the upscaled solutions using different size of oversampling region and compare
them with the averaged fine-scale solution for the case H = 1/20. The results
are presented in Figure 7. It shows that we can obtain very good accuracy with
4 layers of oversampling.
Oversampling ‖uT − u¯‖L2(%)
1 21.97
2 1.46
3 0.015
4 0.0008
global 4.57e-10
Table 1: Coarse mesh size 1/10. Upscaling errors when oversampling with
1,2,3,4 layers of coarse blocks. Last row shows the error when using global
domain for the local computations.
Next, we present numerical results for the transmissibility matrix Tloc. We
display T
(i,j)
mn,loc for two different coarse blocks Ki in Figure 8 and Figure 10 in
the global domain. In the left of these two figures, we plot the transmissibility
between the element Ki and its neighboring elements for the matrix continua.
In the right of the figures, we show the transmissibility for the fracture continua
between Ki and neighboring elements. We notice that the regions of influence
are almost within the 4 layers of overampling region, which is in accordance with
our numerical results. Figure 9 shows a one dimensional plot of transmissibility
between an element Ki and other coarse elements in the region marked by
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Figure 7: Corse mesh size 1/20. Upper left: coarse scale solution using global
domain for local computations. Upper right: coarse scale solution with oversam-
pling size 1. Lower left: coarse scale solution with oversampling size 2. Lower
right: coarse scale solution with oversampling size 4.
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Oversampling ‖uT − u¯‖L2(%)
1 40.63
2 22.95
4 0.008
6 0.0007
global 6e-5
Table 2: Coarse mesh size 1/20. Upscaling errors when oversampling with
1,2,4,6 layers of coarse blocks. Last row shows the error when using global
domain for local computations.
Figure 8: Using global domain for local computation. Left: Transmissibility
between an element Ki and neighboring elements for matrix. Right: Transmis-
sibility between Ki and neighboring elements for fractures. The dotted white
lines denotes fractures in the domain.
the black box in Figure 8 (left). We remark that the transmissibility matrix
computed using global domain is exact, which can be used as a reference. From
the subplot on the top of Figure 9, we note that the transmissibility between
Ki and other coarse blocks along the slab decays fast. It can be seen from the
lognormal plot on the bottom of Figure 9, that with one layer of oversampling,
the values in the transmissibility matrix has large errors, however, with four
layers of oversampling, the transmissibility is quite accurate.
5.2 Time-dependent case
In this example, we present numerical results for the time-dependent case. The
source term and geometry are the same as in the previous section, shown in
Figure 3. The simulation runs for a total time of T = 1.0, we present the
error between the coarse scale solution and average fine-scale solution at time
instances t = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. The results show good accuracy of the proposed
method.
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Figure 9: Transmissibility between an element Ki and elements in the cross
section marked by the black box in Figure 8 (left). Top: plot of exact values.
Bottom: log plot of absolute values.
Figure 10: Using the global domain for local computations. Left: Transmis-
sibility between an element Ki and neighboring elements for matrix. Right:
Transmissibility between Ki and neighboring elements for fractures. The dot-
ted white lines denotes fractures in the domain.
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Oversampling t = 0.1 t = 0.5 t = 1.0
1 40.055 61.027 62.741
2 1.065 1.035 1.035
4 0.076 0.009 0.008
6 0.072 0.002 0.0007
global 0.072 0.001 0.0006
Table 3: Error ‖uT − u¯‖L2(%). Coarse mesh size 1/20. Upscaling errors when
oversampling with 1,2,4,6 layers of coarse blocks. Last row shows the error when
using global domain for local computation.
6 Conclusions
We propose a non-local upscaling framework based on some recently developed
multiscale methods [10]. The approach uses constraints local solutions to com-
pute the non-local effective transmissibilities for each continua restricted to the
oversampled regions, which are several times larger than the target coarse block.
The continua are defined by choosing piecewise constant functions for each frac-
ture network and the matrix. Because of our choices of the variables, the re-
sulting system defined average pressures for each continua, which is important
for applications. The resulting nonlocal upscaled equation is defined in a small
neighborhood of the coarse block. The local problems for the computation of
effective properties are formulated for each continua such that it is orthogonal
to other continua defined by piecewise constant functions. We note that the use
of non-local upscaled model for porous media flows is not new, e.g., in [14], the
authors derive non-local approach. One can use these ideas to model non-local
upscaled quantities analytically, which we will pursue in our future works. We
present numerical results, which show that the proposed approach can provide
a good accuracy. We compare average pressures and study the decay property
of local upscaled quantities. Our numerical examples are simplistic and we plan
to consider more general fracture systems in our future works.
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Figure 11: Oversampling size 4. Top: Average of fine scale solution at t =
0, 0.5, 1.0. Bottom: Coarse scale solution at t = 0, 0.5, 1.0.
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